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AUC

[3] Model I
25.9

MAttNet[5]
38.5

Proposed Model
44.0

Siams FC[1]
60.8

Table 1: Comparison over a few baselines on AUC. Note: Siams FC is
evaluated with ground truth bounding boxes on the first frame.
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Figure 1: The tracking by natural language specification problem. For example, given the input query Q is "a bouncing white handball", our goal is
to predict a sequence of bounding boxes on the input video.
Introduction: In many recent deep learning based trackers [2, 3], appearance of the object is given at the very beginning to initialize the tracker on
the objects to be tracked, usually in the form of a bounding box that contains
the object.
In this work, we formulate a tracker that starts by itself to detect and
track objects with a natural language (NL) description. The main idea is
illustrated in Figure 1. Comparing to conventional tracking algorithms, our
proposed NL tracker initializes itself instead of requiring a bounding box to
start (or restart) the tracking. Our model jointly performs object detection
and tracking, given NL descriptions of the objects to be tracked. The NL
descriptions are also used to automatically restart the tracker, e.g. whenever
occlusions occur.
Our major contributions are threefold: 1.) a model that utilizes natural language specification to initialize tracking and to reset the tracker as
needed, 2) an LSTM based language module that scores similarity between
a given natural language description and visual features computed for regions in the image, and 3.) an LSTM network based tracker that performs
tracking by detections.
Tell Me What to Track: The proposed tracker consists of two major phases.
First, an NL specific region proposal network (NLS-RPN) proposes regions
for detection candidates. Second, a recurrent neural network based tracker
performs the tracking task, based on the NL description and a history of
motion/appearance of the tracked objects. The overall architecture is summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: Comparison between fully-convolutional siamese tracker [1](top),
and the proposed tracker(bottom). Q is "Ball". The proposed tracker handles
occulusion by restarting the tracker with language detections.
frame It at time t, the RPN estimates Pr[Xt |It ] ≈ FRPN (Xt , It ). Similarly,
the language network learns the similarity between Q and Xt , which is to
estimate posterior probabilities for all proposals, Pr[Xt |Q] ≈ Flang (Xt , Q).
For detection at frame t, we wish to estimate Pr[Xt |Q, It ]. Assume that
It and Q are conditional independent given Xt , we have
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is a constant. Therefore, we have

Pr[Xt |Q, It ] ∝ Flang (Xt , Q) · FRPN (Xt , It )

(4)

For each frame It , the top N ranked proposals are returned as detections.
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We denote these detections as Xt .
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Tracker: A recurrent neural network is designed to perform tracking, which
maintains motion, position and appearance history of the target in the hidden
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∗
states. Detections Xt from NLS-RPN are recurrently fed into the tracker
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as inputs. We utilize a fully connected layer with four neurons on LSTM
motion/appearance history
outputs to obtain the tracklet for time 1, . . . , T .
Preliminary qualitative results from Figure 3 show that the proposed
Figure 2: The proposed model. Red rounded rectangles are inputs and outtracker is capable of handling occlusions and rapid motion changes by restartputs of the model. Yellow rectangles are neural networks.
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